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Weez a leavin Chicago for a sex and violence 

Weez a leavin Chicago singin "Why the hell not try it" 

And I got my MoMo, and She's got the wheel 

And if the cigarettes don't kill me then the whiskey will 
When we get to the border MoMo wants a motel 
So I pull on over to get down on a sofa 

and it's making gravy bout 99 times 

2 were for good luck and the rest were to get us high! 

Then we boogie oogie out to a bar 

thats when we run into trouble with JOHNNY LAW! 

and he says, "You goin 90 in a 45," 

He says, "Girl you lucky to be alive" 

Then I opened up the back door and I popped him in
the face 

and MoMo hit the pedal to Memphul for a High SPEED
CHASE 
[rock out so fucking hardcore] 

When we get Memphul heading straight for the bar 

That's when we meet up with these boys from Wichitaw 

and dey's uh, lookin at MoMo and dey's uh Lookin at
me 

and they say, "Lookie here we got some damn
yankees" 

so I pulled out my Wesson, sayin "Tell you no Lie, 
If you don't leave her alone I'll put one right between
your eyes!" 
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Then we kicked it to 'Ssippi so uh, we could thank 

GONNA GET DOWN TO EUREKA GONNA ROB A FUCKIN
BANK 

and then it's over to joeja, oh west to texas 

cuz we gotta get our fix of all that sex and Vy Oh
Lence! 

When we get to Odessa gonna get me a shotgun 

Gonna rob a jewler gonna get MoMo a diamond 

then it's down to Paso to find a preacher 

then across the boada so the police couldn't reach us 

but as we boogie oogied out to the car 

we ran up wit dem boys from Wichitaw 
and dey's uh, lookin at MoMo and dey lookin at me 

and dey say, "Lookie here it's dem Damn Yankees" 

And so I pulled out my Wesson sayin, "Tell you no Lie," 

But before I could shoot they put one right between my
eyes SHIT! 

And uh, Sex and Vylence and uh, MoMo's cryin 

sayin, we were young, but not too young for dyin 

and it's uh, Sex and Vylence in uh mare ick kuh 

I can't say I love it but I cannot get enough....
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